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CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY
APPLICATION FOR

REACTOR CONSTRUCTION PERMIT AND OPERATING LICENSE

DOCKET NO 50-329
DOCKET NO 50-330
AMENDMENT NO 97

Enclosed herewith, revising and supplementing the above-entitled application,
are revised and new pages for incorporation in the Responses to NRC Requests
Regarding Plant Fill. The Responses to NRC Requests Regarding Plant Fill was
referenced by Amendment 72 to the above dockets on December 19, 1979. The
enclosed material consists of the following:

1. Revision I to the separate report entitled " Settlement Update for Midland
Plant Units 1 and 2" dated October 5,1981,

2. Addition of new settlement plots or borros anchor plots to Questions 4,
27, 43, 44 and 46.

3. Update of existing settlement plots, borros anchor plots, settlement plate
graphs and piezometer plots contained in Question 27.

4. Revisions to Question 8 which modify the frequency of data collection for
settlement monitoring.

, . -

5. Revisions to Question 23 to include: (a) updated commitment dates to
reflect the current forecast completion of the FSAR rereview program and
(b) revisions to reflect the results of audits performed during the FSAR I

rereview program. .

;

These new and revised pages bear the notation " Revision 12, 10/81" and are
marked in the margin to indicate where changes or new material is submitted.
Additional pages and figures have been added as reflected on the revised " List
of Effective Pages."

Consumers Power Company ,

Dated October 27, 1981 By
ames W Cook, Vice President

Sworn and sut, scribed to before me on this 27 day of October 1981.
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Notary Public, Jackson County, Mich'igan
My Commission Expires September 8,1984
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